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The basic concept of rough set
As a new mathematical tool, Rough set theory can effectively deal with the fuzzy and imprecise problems, mining and processing the data in the complex system information。 Its main idea is to remove redundant information system, finally complete the extraction of rules, realize the classification of the system provided by reduction without any prior knowledge based on the existing data.But rough set cannot be directly used for dealing with continuous attributes, this is largely limits its application scope ,continuous attribute discretization become an important aspect of application research on rough set theory, based on the concept of information entropy in this paper,a continuous attribute discretization method be put forward based on condition entropy, and validate the correctness of the method through an example .
Defined 1 [1] given approximation space ( , ) K U S = , Among them, U is the theory of domain , S denote the equivalence relation of cluster in domain, X U ∀ ⊆ and U formate a equivalence relation ( ) R IND K ∈ ,denote subset X about lower approximation and upper approximation of knowledge R respectively 
, collection X is rough set of R − or undefined set of R − about theory domain U relative to the knowledge R .In the approximate space
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, X is the rough set of R − , called rough set or undefined set in the approximate space. for the rough set, its lower approximate ( ) R X described the minimum defined set contained X , its upper approximate ( ) R X described the maximum defined set contained X .
Description if discretization problem
is condition attribute set , and
is attribute domain , f is information function, the breakpoint in the range values a V of a attributes of a breakpoint can be referred to ( , ) a c , and a A ∈ ， c is real number , the classification a P is defined by an arbitrary breakpoints set U as a theory domain , P and Q is the two equivalent relations in the U . X and Y separately as a exported division from the P and Q in the U , and
then： （1）subset probability distribution of P and Q in the U separately is 1 2
（2）Definition of joint probability distribution of P and Q
and, the formula of the probability density of product event is ( ) ( ) , ( 1, 2, , ; 1, 2, , ) ( )
Definition of information entropy and conditional entropy can get from probability distribution as follows:
Definition 2 given the knowledge P and its probability distribution , then 2 1 ( ) ( )log ( )
is information entropy of knowledge P . Definition 3 Given the knowledge P and Q and their respective probability and conditional probability distribution ,then
is the conditional entropy of knowledge Q relative to P . [0.5,1] Decision table is discreted and reduced according to the given algorithm In this paper, test the test data by using the extracted rules , the test results as shown in table 2, It can be seen from the result of the experiment, the test data can be classified correctly , signify that the method has certain validity. Table 2 test result  Test  sample  S2  S4  S8  S9  S11  D Adopt example in reference [4] to experiment as shown in table 3, the example has 11 condition attributes and 1 decision attribute, 21 groups data altogether. Table 3 
x ） from the failure data in table 1as the training sample , other 6 groups as test data, discrete the continuous attribute by the algorithm In this paper, obtain 0.01 β = ， 3 Ka = ，the breakpoint number K of every condition attribute which finally determined by the algorithm In this paper and the discretization results are shown in table4, obtain the minimum reduction 2 4 8 9 11 { , , , , } S S S S S after reduce by the method adopt in reference: [0.5,1] Feedback information with decision attribute of entropy condition attribute which based on regular conditional entropy of continuous attribute discretization algorithm, can more accurately reflect the dependency relation when the decision attribute conter condition attribute.The advantages of measure discretization of the feedback information. This algorithm measure the advantage of discretization feedback information according to the regular condition entropy when the decision attribute conter condition attribute, It can be better reflect in incompatible information system. But the algorithm adopt the interval division method to select the candidate breakpoint , need to set the initial divided points artificially, then the discretization quality is not high in some instance.
